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In twisted homobilayer transition metal dichalcogenides, intra- and interlayer valley excitons hybridize
with the layer configurations spatially varying in the moiré. The ground state valley excitons are trapped at
two high-symmetry points with opposite electric dipoles in a moiré supercell, forming a honeycomb
superlattice of nearest-neighbor dipolar attraction. We find that the spatial texture of layer configuration
results in a luminescence anomaly of the moiré trapped excitons, where a tiny displacement by interactions
dramatically increases the brightness and changes polarization from circular to linear. At full filling,
radiative recombination predominantly occurs at edges and vacancies of the exciton superlattice. The
anomaly also manifests in the cascaded emission of small clusters, producing chains of polarization
entangled photons. An interlayer bias can switch the superlattice into a single-orbital triangular lattice with
repulsive interactions only, where the luminescence anomaly can be exploited to distinguish ordered states
and domain boundaries at fractional filling.
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Long-wavelength moiré patterns by van der Waals
stacking of two-dimensional crystals has made possible
exploration into a new realm of physics. The local-to-local
variation of the interlayer registry leads to the spatial
modulation of the local band structure, creating an artificial
superlattice with a period in the range from a few to a few
tens nanometers. In twisted graphene moiré, interlayer
coupling at magic angles turns the massless Dirac cones
into flat minibands, where a plethora of correlation
phenomena are observed [1–9]. Another exciting moiré
platform is the semiconducting transition metal dichalco-
genides (TMDs), which host massive Dirac fermions at a
time-reversal pair of valleys located at the K and −K
corners of the hexagonal Brillouin zone [10]. Moiré pattern
in TMD heterostructures introduces a triangular super-
lattice landscape for valley electrons [11], in which a
variety of correlated insulating states are observed at
various filling factors [12–17].

Excitons formed by the Coulomb binding of a valley
electron and hole make possible a distinct many-body
system in the TMD moiré superlattices with optical
addressability and bosonic statistics. The intralayer
exciton (Xintra) has a large optical dipole with a fixed
valley polarization selection rule, which underlies the
versatile optical controls of valley dynamics [18–21]. In
type-II heterobilayers, excitons also form in an interlayer
configuration (Xinter), where the separation of the constitu-
ent electron and hole into adjacent layers leads to a
permanent electric dipole that turns on strong dipolar
interactions and coupling to an electric field [22–27].
The layer separation of the electron and hole leads to a
long recombination lifetime and a valley lifetime of Xinter,
favorable for valleytronic applications [28] as well as for
the exploration of quantum many-body phenomena such as
exciton Bose-Einstein condensation [29] and self-
assembled crystal phase of the two-dimensional dipolar
excitons [30].
In the moiré pattern, Xinter experiences a strong super-

lattice potential with spatial variation on the order of
approximately 100 meV and features an optical dipole that
spatially varies on the scale of the moiré period, determined
by the local stacking registry [31–41]. The lowest-energy
Xinter are then trapped at the potential minima, which can
form an ordered array of quantum emitters. The radiative
recombination of these Xinter ground states results in sharp
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emission lines with a spectral width of approximately
0.1 meV, as observed in MoSe2=WSe2 heterostructures
under low excitation power and temperature [34–36]. A
photon antibunching experiment indicates that these
trapped Xinter can serve as highly tunable single-photon
emitters [36]. The repulsive dipolar interaction between the
trapped Xinter manifests as blueshifts of their resonances
observed in the photoluminescence spectrum [25–27].
At the potential minima, the 2π=3-rotational symmetry
(Ĉ3) of the local atomic registries dictates circularly
polarized optical selection rules of Xinter, with the emission
polarization jointly determined by the valley, spin, and
stacking registry [31,42]. The polarization properties of the
exciton emission (co- or cross-polarized with respect to
the excitation at Xintra resonance) can be used to identify the
trapping location within a moiré supercell, which is
switchable by an out-of-plane electric field [31]. While
these properties of Xinter in the heterostructure moiré are
highly intriguing for novel optoelectronic applications, the
very weak optical dipole has, however, placed an intrinsic
limitation on their exploitation [39].
Here, we present an exotic exciton system in twisted

TMD homobilayers. We show that, because of the registry-
dependent interlayer coupling, the energies of intra- and
interlayer valley excitons cross each other as functions of
the position in the moiré, giving rise to a texture of spatially
varying exciton hybridization. In a moiré supercell, the
ground state valley exciton is trapped at two degenerate
high-symmetry points with opposite out-of-plane electric
dipole moments, forming a honeycomb superlattice with
repulsive on-site and attractive nearest-neighbor inter-
actions. The spatial texture of the Xintra�Xinter hybridiza-
tion leads to a luminescence anomaly of excitons in the
traps. At equilibrium positions, they are as dark as Xinter,
while a tiny lateral displacement on the order of Å
dramatically increases the brightness, and the emission
polarization is changed from circular to linear, with the
polarization angle reflecting the displacement direction. At
full exciton filling of the honeycomb superlattice, radiative
recombination predominantly occurs at edges and vacan-
cies where excitons are displaced by the unbalanced dipolar
interactions from neighboring sites. An interlayer bias can
switch the excitonic superlattice to a single-orbital

triangular one with repulsive interactions only. We show
that the luminescence anomaly can serve as signatures for
different correlated states and domain boundaries at frac-
tional exciton filling. The anomaly also manifests in the
cascaded emission of small clusters, producing chains of
polarization-entangled photons.
Consider the near 0° twisted homobilayers with moiré

period b much larger than the monolayer lattice constant,
such that local regions can be approximated by commensu-
rate bilayers with various R-stacking registries [Fig. 1(a)].
For the conduction and valence band edge electrons at theK
valley, interlayer coupling has a sensitive dependence on the
stacking registry and, therefore, becomes a periodic function
of position R in the moiré [43,44]:

ĤCBMðRÞ ¼
�

EcðRÞ hcc0 ðRÞ
h�cc0 ðRÞ Ec0 ðRÞ

�
;

ĤVBMðRÞ ¼
�

EvðRÞ hvv0 ðRÞ
h�vv0 ðRÞ Ev0 ðRÞ

�
:

Here, Ec=vðRÞ is the energy shift of the conduction or
valence band edge in the upper layer due to the interlayer
coupling, while Ec0=v0 ðRÞ is the one in the lower layer.
hcc0=vv0 ðRÞ is the interlayer hopping of the electron or hole.
Their R dependences underlie the spatially varying layer
hybridizations of the valley electrons and holes in the moiré
of TMD homobilayers [43,44]. The phenomena to be
explored are more pronounced for smaller b (≲10 nm),
where the lattice reconstruction effect is insignificant [45],
not considered here.
We focus on the valley excitons formed by a pair of

electron and hole at these band edges. The strong electron-
hole Coulomb interaction leads to a binding energy of a
few hundred meV, which is one order larger than the
interlayer hopping (jhj ∼ 20 meV). This result allows one
to start from the exciton basis obtained in the limit of
vanishing interlayer hopping. The basis states in a given
valley include the two Xinter, denoted as jcv0iR and jc0viR
which have opposite electric dipoles [Fig. 1(b)], and the
two Xintra confined in the two layers, respectively, denoted
as jcviR and jc0v0iR [Fig. 1(b)]. In this basis, the exciton
Hamiltonian reads

ĤXðRÞ ¼ E0 − ℏ2∇2

2M
þ V̂ðRÞ;

V̂ðRÞ≡

0
BBBBB@

Ecv0 ðRÞ þ ΔEb 0 hvv0 ðRÞ hcc0 ðRÞ
0 Ec0vðRÞ þ ΔEb h�cc0 ðRÞ h�vv0 ðRÞ

h�vv0 ðRÞ hcc0 ðRÞ EcvðRÞ 0

h�cc0 ðRÞ hvv0 ðRÞ 0 Ec0v0 ðRÞ

1
CCCCCA
: ð1Þ
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Here, E0 is the exciton energy in a pristine monolayer,
and M is the exciton effective mass. ΔEb is the
binding energy difference between Xintra and Xinter. The
electron and hole interlayer hopping causes the off-
diagonal couplings between Xintra and Xinter. EijðRÞ≡
EiðRÞ − EjðRÞ (i ¼ c=c0, j ¼ v=v0) accounts for
the energy shift of Xintra and Xinter by the position-
dependent interlayer coupling in the moiré, which
can be determined from fitting first-principles
calculations [46] :

EcðRÞ¼−δc½fþðRÞþf−ðRÞ�þΔc½fþðRÞ−f−ðRÞ�;
Ec0 ðRÞ¼−δc½fþðRÞþf−ðRÞ�−Δc½fþðRÞ−f−ðRÞ�;
EvðRÞ¼−δv½fþðRÞþf−ðRÞ�þΔv½fþðRÞ−f−ðRÞ�;
Ev0 ðRÞ¼−δv½fþðRÞþf−ðRÞ�−Δv½fþðRÞ−f−ðRÞ�:

ð2Þ

f�ðRÞ≡ 1
9
jeiδK·Rþei½Ĉ3δK·R�ð2π=3Þ� þei½Ĉ

2
3δK·R�ð4π=3Þ�j2 are

the lowest harmonics that satisfy the rotational and
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FIG. 1. Hybridization of inter- and intralayer excitons in a homobilayer moiré. (a) Schematic illustration of a near R-type twisted
homobilayer moiré. The green diamond is a supercell, which has three high-symmetry local regions A, B, and C with different
atomic registries. (b) Excitons of intralayer (Xintra) and interlayer (Xinter) configurations. At a general location in the moiré, the
interlayer coupling manifests as the off-diagonal hopping of the electron and hole (hcc0 and hvv0 ) and the diagonal energy shifts of the
band edges in the two layers which results in a modest type-II band offset of approximately Oð10Þ meV. (c) Solid (dashed) lines
indicate the energies of Xinter (Xintra), along the long diagonal of the supercell in (a). (d) Moiré potentials for the four decoupled
exciton branches, each of which is a hybridization of Xinter and Xintra by the electron and hole interlayer hopping (cf. the main text).
The optical dipole strength is color coded in units of D0, the optical dipole of Xintra. (e) Fraction of Xintra in each branch. The shaded
wave packets indicate excitons trapped at B and C in the lowest-energy branch j1i. (f) The electric dipole of each branch in
units of ed.
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translational symmetry, which turn out to be sufficient in
accounting for the energy modulation in the moiré [46].
δK ¼ ð4π=3bÞð0; 1Þ, Ĉ3δK, and Ĉ2

3δK are the three corners
of the mini Brillouin zone related by 2π=3 rotation (Ĉ3). For
the example of bilayer MoTe2 which has a direct band gap,
density-functional theory calculations give Δc ≈ 31 meV,
Δv ≈ 42 meV, δc ≈ 2 meV, and δv ≈ 0.5 meV [44].
The energies of Xintra and Xinter [i.e., diagonal terms of

V̂ðRÞ in Eq. (1)] as functions of R obtained from Eq. (2)
are shown in Fig. 1(c), where the three high-symmetry
locations in a supercell have the coordinates A ¼ 0,
B ¼ ½ðb= ffiffiffi

3
p Þ; 0�, and C ¼ ½ð2b= ffiffiffi

3
p Þ; 0�, respectively.

The energy minima are located at B and C, where Xinter
has the energy E0 − ðδc − δvÞ − ðΔc þ ΔvÞ þ ΔEb and
Xintra has the energy E0 − ðδc − δvÞ − ðΔv − ΔcÞ. If
ΔEb < 2Δc, then the energies of Xintra and Xinter cross
each other in the moiré, and the lowest-energy branch is of
mixed nature, being Xinter near B and C and majorly Xintra
elsewhere. Numerical calculations of ΔEb fall in the range
of 20–90 meV [40,47–49], while experiments in various
hetero- and homobilayer TMDs report ΔEb values in the
range of 10–60 meV [48–52]. The plot in Fig. 1 uses
ΔEb ¼ 40 meV as an example of the ΔEb < 2Δc regime,
which we discuss first. In the opposite limit of 2Δc < ΔEb,
the lowest-energy branch is Xintra at zero interlayer bias,
while a finite interlayer bias can also introduce the energy
crossing of Xintra and Xinter in the moiré, which is discussed
next [cf. Fig. 4(a)].
The interlayer hopping of the electron and hole then

lead to hybridization of Xintra and Xinter and anticrossing
of the exciton branches [38,53–55]. The position depend-
ence of the interlayer hopping can be similarly obtained
[43,44]:

hcc0=vv0 ðRÞ¼−tc=vðRÞðeiδK·RþeiĈ3δK·RþeiĈ
2
3δK·RÞ: ð3Þ

tc=v are real numbers on the order of a few meV (see
Supplemental Material, Sec. I [56]).
ĤXðRÞ can then be solved by first diagonalizing its

V̂ðRÞ part, which leads to four decoupled branches
(jn ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4i) of layer-hybridized excitons with both
Xintra and Xinter components. The eigenvalues V1ðRÞ,
V2ðRÞ,V3ðRÞ, and V4ðRÞ correspond to the moiré super-
lattice potentials for these decoupled branches, which,
together with the kinetic energy −ðℏ2∇2=2MÞ, lead to
exciton minibands. The moiré potentials for the four
branches are shown as solid thick curves in Fig. 1(d),
where the color map indicates strength of the optical dipole,
determined by the Xintra weighting [cf. Fig. 1(e)]. The
electric dipole determined by the Xinter weighting is shown
in Fig. 1(f). At A, the local stacking has out-of-plane mirror
symmetry, where the exciton branches are either layer
symmetric with a large optical dipole or antisymmetric,
which is dark. At B and C, both hcc0 and hvv0 vanish, so the

four branches at these two locations reduce to either Xintra
or Xinter, without layer hybridization.
Below, we focus on the lowest-energy branch j1i, where

the moiré potential V1ðRÞ has two degenerate minima at B
and C with opposite electric dipoles, corresponding to the
interlayer configurations jcv0iB and jc0viC, respectively
[57]. Away from these potential minima, branch j1i starts to
pick up an Xintra component because of the finite interlayer
hopping which takes the chiral forms hcc0=vv0 ðBþ δLÞ ¼
Jc=vðδL=bÞe−iθ þOðδL2Þ and hcc0=vv0 ðCþ δLÞ ¼
−Jc=vðδL=bÞe−iθ þOðδL2Þ, with δL ¼ δLðcos θ; sin θÞ
the small displacement vector. Jc ∼ 25 meV and Jv ∼
110 meV are determined by the parameters tc and tv,
respectively, in Eq. (3). The perturbative expansion of j1i in
the neighborhood of B=C reads

j1iBþδL ≈ jcv0iBþδL − Jv
2Δv − ΔEb

δLeiθ

b
jcviBþδL

− Jc
2Δc − ΔEb

δLeiθ

b
jc0v0iBþδL; ð4aÞ

j1iCþδL ≈ jc0viCþδL þ Jc
2Δc − ΔEb

δLeiθ

b
jcviCþδL

þ Jv
2Δv − ΔEb

δLeiθ

b
jc0v0iCþδL: ð4bÞ

It is important to note that Xintra and Xinter components in
the above expressions feature distinct valley polarization
selection rules. Consider excitons in the K valley; Xintra
(jcviR and jc0v0iR) always emit σþ circularly polarized
photons [10], while the Xinter‘s emission polarization is
location and layer-configuration dependent [31,42]. The
emission polarizations are σ− and z (z and σ−) for jcv0iB
and jc0viB (jcv0iC and jc0viC), respectively, as indicated in
Fig. 1(d). The Xinter components involved in Eqs. (4a)
and (4b) both emit σ− photons.
Near B=C, the moiré potential V1ðRÞ has a parabolic

form 1
2
Mω2δL2 with harmonic oscillator frequency ω ∝

b−1 (ℏω ∼ 10 meV when b ¼ 8 nm, in agreement with the
results in Ref. [58]). The ground state valley exciton is
then a Gaussian wave packet trapped at B=C, with a half-
width w ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðℏ=MωÞp

. For b ¼ 8 nm, w ∼ 1.4 nm, so
hopping between the trapping sites becomes negligible.
We examine the ground state exciton wave packet jWiRc

≡
ð1=w ffiffiffi

π
p Þ R dRe−ðR−RcÞ2=2w2 j1iR and analyze how its opti-

cal properties vary upon displacement of the potential
minima by an in-plane force. The optical dipole of such a
wave packet is determined by its central location Rc
(cf. Supplemental Material, Sec. II [56]):
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DB ≡ h0jD̂jWiBþδL ≈DIe�− − η
δL
b
eiθD0e�þ;

DC ≡ h0jD̂jWiCþδL ≈DIe�− þ η
δL
b
eiθD0e�þ: ð5Þ

Here, e�� ≡ ½ðx� iyÞ= ffiffiffi
2

p �� is the unit vector for the
σ� polarization, and D0 (DI) is the dipole strength of
an Xintra (Xinter) wave packet of half-width w. It is
interesting to note that jWiRc

centered right at the B=C
point already has a non-negligible Xintra fraction [see
Fig. 1(e)], which, however, does not contribute to the
dipole because of the destructive interference due to the
δLeiθ factor (also see the Appendix A for a symmetry
analysis). The contribution of the Xintra fraction to the
optical dipole is linearly proportional to the displacement
of the wave packet center from B=C, with the fac-
tor η≡ ½Jv=ð2Δv − ΔEbÞ� þ ½Jc=ð2Δc − ΔEbÞ� ∼ 3.5.
Because of the opposite polarization of the Xintra and

Xinter contributions, the photon emission of the displaced
wave packet is elliptically polarized. Figure 2(a) shows the
calculated degree of circular polarization Pcirc as a function
of central location in a moiré supercell, for a wave packet in
branch j1i. Pcirc is rather close to þ1 in most of the
supercell except the two small regions around B and C,
where it quickly decreases to−1 at B=C. Such a behavior is
due to the large ratio of jD0=DIj. The plot uses jD0=DIj ¼
20 from a first-principles result [31,42], consistent with

experiments [59,60]. Thus, a tiny displacement δL of the
wave packet center can result in a substantial change to the
optical dipole in Eq. (5).
Figure 2(b) is an enlarged view of the polarization

patterns around B=C. As can be seen, in contrast to the
σ− polarization at B=C, wave packet centers located on a
ring centered at B=C exhibit 100% linearly polarized
emissions. The ring radius can be as small as approximately
0.1 nm for a typical moiré period of b ¼ 8 nm. The degree
of linear polarization and the angle of its major axis θLinear
are obtained from Eq. (5):

PLinear ¼
2ηjDI=D0j

jDI=D0j2 þ jηδL=bj2
δL
b
;

θLinear ¼ −
�
1

2
θ þ π

4

�
� π

4
: ð6Þ

Here,þ (−) is for B (C). The polarization angle θLinear has a
one-to-one correspondence with the displacement direction
θ [Fig. 2(b)]. PLinear as a function of δL=b for three different
values of ΔEb is shown in Fig. 2(c). Besides the linear
polarization, the magnitude of the optical dipole, given by
jDB;Cj ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jDIj2 þ jηðδL=bÞD0j2

p
, also increases rapidly

with δL as indicated in Fig. 2(d). The oscillator strength of
the exciton, proportional to its radiative recombination rate,
is proportional to the modular square of the optical dipole.
We expect our perturbative results of Eqs. (4)–(6) to hold
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FIG. 2. Luminescence anomaly in the moiré. (a) Degree of circular polarization Pcirc of the photon emission by the lowest-energy
branch j1i, as a function of the wave packet central position in a moiré supercell. Pcirc ¼ 1 over nearly the entire supercell, except the
small neighborhood of B and C, where the rapid variation of Pcirc is due to the hybridization of Xinter and Xintra. (b) The enlarged view of
the emission polarization patterns near B and C, over a length scale of Δb ∼ 0.01b. (c) Degree of linear polarization Plinear when an
exciton wave packet trapped at B=C has a tiny displacement of δL. (d) The optical dipole strength [in units of jDI j; cf. Eq. (5)] also
changes remarkably by δL.
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up to ðδL=bÞ ∼ 0.1, which corresponds to an approximately
50-fold increase for jDB=Cj2. Thus, upon a tiny displace-
ment of the exciton wave packet from B=C, there can be
orders of magnitude increase in its radiative recombina-
tion rate.
The electric dipoles of the trapped excitons lead to strong

repulsive on-site and attractive nearest-neighbor inter-
actions. Consider a nearest-neighbor BC pair of trapped
excitons; their attractive dipolar interaction can be approxi-
mated by −VD ¼ −ðe2d2=4πϵ0Þ½1=ðb=

ffiffiffi
3

p Þ3� in a sus-
pended bilayer (approximately −10 meV for b ¼ 8 nm),
with ϵ0 the vacuum permittivity and d ≈ 0.7 nm the
interlayer distance. Taking into account the small but finite
Bohr radius aB, VD gets larger by a small percentage

∝ða2B=b2Þ as compared to the form above (see Appendix B
for a more detailed discussion about the exciton-
exciton interaction). The total energy of the pair of excitons
is minimized through a symmetric displacement toward
each other [cf. Fig. 3(a)], with a magnitude δL0 ¼
ðe2=4πϵ0Þð27=Mω2b2Þðd=bÞ2. δL0 as a function of b for
three different ΔEb values are shown in Fig. 3(b). The
displacement is small, on the order of 0.1 nm, but can
already lead to a substantial change in the emission
polarization, which can become 100% linear, and a
dramatic increase in the emission rate by up to 2 orders
of magnitude [cf. Fig. 3(b), inset].
We note that this rapid change of optical properties is

correlated with the change in the exciton trapping potential
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FIG. 3. Anomalous luminescence in a honeycomb superlattice with nearest-neighbor attractions. (a) A tiny displacement of a nearest-
neighbor pair by their attraction changes the emission polarization from circular to linear. (b) The equilibrium displacement δL0 in (a), in
moiré of different period b. The three curves correspond to different values of the binding energy difference ΔEb. The inset shows the
degree of linear polarization and optical dipole strength of the displaced exciton wave packet. (c) The dipolar force experienced by an
exciton is unbalanced when its three nearest-neighbor sites are partially occupied, leading to an equilibrium displacement depending on
the filling configurations. Thick solid (thin dashed) lines denote the presence (absence) of the nearest-neighbor dipolar attractions. (d) At
full filling, the unbalanced sites appear only at the edges and vacancies, where excitons have much faster emission with linear
polarizations (green double arrows), in contrast to the balanced sites in the bulk where excitons are dark. (e) Cascaded emission of a
lowest-energy four-exciton cluster, which produces entangled photons. The polarization and energy of the photons are shown, with EI
the energy of the trapped exciton.
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(due to the occupation of its near neighbors), in which the
exciton energy is discretized. And the sharp contrast of
polarization and oscillator strength is between the excitonic
ground states in the displaced and undisplaced moiré
potential traps. Upon the change of the potential trap
(e.g., due to the annihilation of a neighboring exciton),
the original exciton ground state wave packet is no longer
an eigenstate of the new potential trap. The emission
properties are then determined by the competition between
the radiative decay and the relaxation to the new ground
state. As the latter relaxation timescale is much faster than
the radiative decay, the radiative emission will predomi-
nately come from the ground state of the new potential trap
(see Appendix C).
Below, we first give a summary of the selection rule and

emission polarization of the trapped excitons in the twisted
homobilayer moiré. For an exciton wave packet centered
right at B=C, the combination of Ĉ3 and time-reversal
symmetries requires K and −K valleys to emit photons
with σ− and σþ circular polarizations, respectively. Thus,
the photon emission from valley unpolarized excitons
exhibits neither circular nor linear polarization. Time-
reversal symmetry breaking can come from circularly
polarized pumping or applying an out-of-plane magnetic
field, which introduces a valley polarized exciton popula-
tion that emits with circular polarization.
A tiny displacement from B=C breaks the Ĉ3 symmetry

of the wave packet, and the corresponding photon emission
becomes elliptically polarized for either valley. The K and
−K valleys are still related by a time reversal, which
dictates that their emission polarizations exhibit opposite
helicities but the same linear polarization, with the linear
polarization angle determined by the displacement direc-
tion [cf. Fig. 3(b)]. A 360°-anticlockwise rotation of the
displaced wave packet around B=C results in a 360°-
clockwise rotation of the linear polarization angle. It is
important to note that, upon the same displacement vector,
exciton wave packets near B and C exhibit orthogonal
linear polarization directions, which comes from the
opposite signs for hcc0=vv0 ðBþ δLÞ and hcc0=vv0 ðCþ δLÞ,
as a consequence of spatial symmetry of the homobilayer
moiré supercell.
This result leads to the following emission patterns for a

pair of trapped excitons taking into account their dipolar
interaction:

(i) A nearest-neighbor pair occupying a B and C site,
respectively. With the opposite electric dipoles at the
two sites, the interaction is attractive and tends to
displace the two excitons in opposite directions
toward each other. The resultant photon emission
then has the same linear polarization angle at B
and C, while the helicity depends on both the
valley index and displacement magnitude. The linear
polarization angle can be used to track the spatial
orientation of the nearest-neighbor pair, while the

helicity can provide information on the site-specific
valley configurations.

(ii) A next-nearest-neighbor pair occupying two B (or
C) sites. The repulsive dipolar interaction displaces
the two excitons in opposite directions away from
each other. The photon emissions from the two
displaced excitons carry orthogonal linear polar-
izations and helicity determined by the valley
configuration and displacement magnitude.

Next, we consider how the dramatic change of optical
properties by the tiny displacement of these dipolar
excitons can manifest in the light emission of their
many-body states. In a many-body configuration, each
trapped exciton experiences the overall dipolar force from
others and can be displaced depending on the occupation of
its neighboring sites. The leading-order displacements are
determined by the nearest neighbors. When the three
nearest neighbors are all occupied or unoccupied, the force
is balanced and the exciton is centered at B=C with zero
displacement, which is essentially dark. The other six
configurations shown in Fig. 3(c) all correspond to unbal-
anced forces. The center exciton at equilibrium is then
displaced by δL0 along six possible directions with a
substantially increased brightness, and the angle of the
linear polarization distinguishes the six cases. Taking
b ¼ 5 nm as an example, we estimate the trapped exciton
has a radiative lifetime of 800 ns at a balanced site and
10 ns at an unbalanced site [31]. On the other hand, the
phonon-assisted equilibration timescale for Xinter is esti-
mated to be on the order of a picosecond [47] (also see
Appendix C for a detailed analysis on the relaxation
process of trapped excitons), orders faster than the radiative
lifetime.
The recombination of a trapped exciton breaks the

dipolar force balance of its nearest neighbors, which go
to the new equilibrium in a timescale significantly shorter
than the radiative lifetime (see Appendix C for details). The
radiative emission of an exciton thus changes dramatically
the emission timescale and polarizations of its nearest
neighbors, a new form of optical nonlinearity which leads
to unique luminescence phenomena. At full filling of the
lattice, unbalanced sites appear only at the edges or vacancy
defects [cf. Fig. 3(d)]. The radiative annihilation of the
excitons predominantly occurs at the edges and vacancies.
Under partial filling, the attractive nearest-neighbor inter-
action leads to clusterization. Different recombination
pathways of a small exciton cluster are characterized by
the energies and linear polarizations of the cascaded photon
emission, resulting in a chain of entangled photons.
Figure 3(e) illustrates two sets of recombination pathways
for a lowest-energy four-site cluster, each of which can
generate a polarization-entangled photon pair. Other pos-
sible recombination pathways (not shown) also exist, which
can generate entangled photons with frequencies different
from those in Fig. 3(e). The atomically thin geometry of the
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bilayer and the dipolar nature of the exciton further point to
various possibilities to isolate a small cluster of excitons
for entangled photon generation, e.g., through using a
biased metal tip or local gate [61], creating strained local

regions [26,62], or engineering the surrounding dielectric
environment [63] (see Appendix D).
The degeneracy of B and C sites can be lifted by a finite

interlayer bias, which lowers (increases) the energy of the
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FIG. 4. Anomalous luminescence in a triangular lattice of repulsive interactions. (a) Moiré superlattice potentials for the four
decoupled exciton branches under a larger binding energy differenceΔEb ¼ 80 meV and an interlayer bias Vbias ¼ 50 meV that lifts the
degeneracy at B and C. (b) Emission polarizations in the lowest-energy branch, changing rapidly in the neighborhood of the trapping site
B. (c) In this triangular lattice, the dipolar repulsion between nearest-neighbor B sites pushes the two trapped excitons away from each
other by a tiny displacement, which results in orthogonal linear polarizations of their emissions. (d) The equilibrium δL0 in moiré of
various period b under two Vbias values. The inset shows the degree of linear polarization and optical dipole strength for a site
displacement of δL0 (solid line) and 2δL0 (dashed line) under Vbias ¼ 50 meV. (e) The displacements (red arrows) and emission linear
polarizations (green double arrows) for the unbalanced sites at the edges and vacancies under full filling. The equilibrium displacement
can be δL0,

ffiffiffi
3

p
δL0, or 2δL0. (f) Two distinct stripe phases under the filling factor 1=2, where radiative recombination occurs in the bulk

and at domain boundaries, respectively. Solid (empty) dots denote the occupied (unoccupied) sites.
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exciton trapped at B (C) by Vbias. Below, we focus on a
large enough Vbias such that only the B sites are occupied,
which then form a triangular lattice with repulsive dipolar
interactions only. In Fig. 4(a), we show such a case with
ΔEb ¼ 80 meV > 2Δc and Vbias ¼ 50 meV. In the lowest-
energy branch, the exciton is dark at B, and the brightness
increases fast with the displacement from this energy
minimum. The emission polarization also changes dra-
matically under a tiny displacement from B [see Fig. 4(b)].
Figure 4(c) shows the equilibrium emission properties for a
nearest-neighbor pair of trapped excitons, which are dis-
placed away from each other by the dipolar repulsion. The
two excitons emit with orthogonal linear polarizations, with
an enhanced emission rate. The equilibrium displacement
magnitude δL0 is shown in Fig. 4(d) under various moirés
of period b and two different Vbias values. δL0 can be
enhanced by tuning Vbias to near ΔEb − 2Δc.
For an unbalanced site in the triangular lattice, the

different occupations of its six nearest-neighbor sites result
in three different displacement magnitudes (δL0,

ffiffiffi
3

p
δL0,

and 2δL0). The degree of the linear polarization and the
optical dipole strength under the displacement magnitude
δL0 (2δL0) are shown as a solid (dashed) curve in Fig. 4(d),
inset. Figure 4(e) shows the displacements and the corre-
lated linear polarizations of unbalanced sites at the edges
and vacancies of a full filling exciton lattice, where exciton
radiative recombination is much faster than the balanced
site inside the bulk.
Such a triangular exciton superlattice with repulsive

interactions can host the various ordered states under frac-
tional fillings, as those observed for electrons and
holes in WS2=WSe2 heterobilayer moiré superlattices
[13,15–17]. Remarkably, the luminescence anomaly of
the unbalanced sites can be exploited as a fingerprint for
certain configurations. In Fig. 4(f), we give the examples
of two different stripe phases under filling factor 1=2. In the
upper panel in Fig. 4(f), all the occupied sites are unbalanced
with alternating displacements �δL0 along the y direction.
In such a state, all trapped excitons have enhancedbrightness
and emitwith two orthogonal linear polarizations. The lower
panel shows another stripe phase, where all trapped excitons
are at balanced sites except at the domainboundary. Excitons
are, thus, brightened only at the domain boundaries, and the
linear polarization gives the boundary orientation.
Finally, we note that the luminescence anomaly is the

property of the K valley excitons. The above quantitative
analysis uses homobilayer MoTe2 as the example, which
has a direct band gap with conduction and valence band
edges both located at K (as evidenced by experiments in
Refs. [64–66]). This system could be highly promising to
exploit the luminescence anomaly. WSe2 bilayer moiré
induced by heterostrain can be another candidate system. A
pristine WSe2 bilayer has an indirect band gap (K to Q),
but the energy is not far from the direct K to K gap.
Experiments have shown that, under approximately 1%

uniaxial tensile strain, the band gap of bilayer WSe2
becomes the direct K to K one [67,68]. Having the bilayer
subject to heterostrain (different strain magnitude in the two
layers, e.g., when strain is applied through a substrate) can
be an alternative way to create homobilayer moiré super-
lattices other than twisting [69]. In such a case, we note that
the lowest-energy excitons trapped at the B=C sites in
R-type WSe2 homobilayer moiré are the spin triplet at K
valleys, which, at the unbalanced sites, are subject to
similar displacements due to the dipolar interactions as
described in Figs. 3(a)–3(c). Their emission can be the
phonon-assisted process via the spin-singlet exciton dis-
cussed here [70,71] or through hybridization with the spin
singlet in an in-plane magnetic field [72,73], so the sharply
contrasted emission dipoles of the singlet at balanced and
unbalanced sites also manifest in the luminescence.
The relative orders of the energy scales for exciton in the

moiré trap are underlying the perturbative treatment of the
layer hybridization [Eq. (4)] and exciton relaxation (see
Appendix C) and allow us to focus only on the ground
state in the trap for the radiative emission. The radiative
recombination rate (≤0.1 ns−1) is several orders of magni-
tude slower than the rate for the exciton to relax to the
ground state in the trap (approximately ps−1; see
Supplemental Material, Sec. III [56]). The latter rate is
also much smaller than the energy detuning and off-
diagonal coupling between Xinter and Xintra and the quan-
tization energy in the trapping potential ℏω (approximately
10 meV for b ¼ 8 nm). It is worth noting that the detuning
of Xinter and Xintra at the B=C trap is controllable by an
interlayer bias and can also be affected by the dielectric
environment (through their distinct binding energies).
When Xinter and Xintra are brought closer in energy such
that their detuning is no longer significantly larger than the
phonon and photon-induced broadening, corrections
beyond the perturbative treatment become non-negligible.
In such a case, the luminescence phenomenon can be a
more complex manifestation of the interplay between the
interlayer hybridization, relaxation, and dephasing by
phonon and radiative emission processes.
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APPENDIX A: INTRALAYER COMPONENT OF
THE TRAPPED EXCITON WAVE PACKET AND
ITS CONTRIBUTION TO OPTICAL DIPOLE:

A SYMMETRY ANALYSIS

Both Xintra and Xinter have Wannier-type wave functions
with the electron and hole localized around �K in
momentum space, so here we use the envelope
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approximation to write the involved conduction (valence)
band Bloch function as ψKþk;cðreÞ ≈ eik·reψK;cðreÞ
[ψK0þk;v0 ðreÞ ≈ eik·rhψK0;v0 ðrhÞ]. The Xinter momentum
eigenstate (also eigenstate of the electron-hole Coulomb
interaction) is [39]

XðinterÞ
Q ðre; rhÞ ¼

X
ΔQ

ΦIðΔQÞψKþðme=M0ÞQþΔQ;cðreÞ

× ψ�
K0−ðmh=M0ÞQþΔQ;v0 ðrhÞ

≈ eiQ·RΦIðrehÞψK;cðreÞψ�
K0;v0 ðrhÞ:

Here, R≡ ðme=MÞre þ ðmh=MÞrh is the center-of-mass
(c.m.) coordinate of the exciton, and reh ≡ re − rh corre-
sponds to the electron-hole relative coordinate. ΦIðrehÞ≡P

ΔQ ΦIðΔQÞeiΔQ·reh is the wave function of the electron-
hole relative motion. Since the exciton has a large binding
energy of approximately 200 meV, the slowly modulating
moiré potential barely affects ΦIðrehÞ. So only the lowest-
energy electron-hole relative wave function (1s state) needs
to be considered.
An Xinter wave packet is then the linear superposition of

the momentum eigenstates:

(a) (b)

B

s-type
(C3 = +1)

p-type
(C3 = −1)

Xinter without
C3 symmetry L

B

s-type
(C3 = +1)

p-type
(C3 = −1)

s-type
(C3 = −1)

Xintra

Xinter

(c) (d)

Xintra

FIG. 5. (a) The bilayer atomic registry underlying an exciton wave packet centered at B, with a spread out determined by the c.m.
envelope function as well as the relative motion. Each orange (green) dot denotes a metal atom d orbital in the upper (lower) layer, which
is the main constituent of the band edge Bloch function ψK;cðreÞ=ψK0;v0 ðrhÞ. The three circled areas are related by Ĉ3 rotation, and the
whole wave packet is Ĉ3 symmetric. (b) The exciton wave packet centered at B. The wave packet is primarily an Xinter with the s-type
envelope. With the Ĉ3 symmetry of the trapping site, the wave function is an eigenfunction of Ĉ3, and its eigenvalue (C3 ¼ −1)
corresponds to the circular polarization (σ−) of the emission. Because of the perturbative interlayer coupling (vertical double arrows),
the wave packet also contains a p-type envelope Xintra component with C3 ¼ −1. Xintra with an s-type envelope hasC3 ¼ þ1, emits with
σþ polarization instead, and, therefore, is not allowed in the wave packet by the Ĉ3 symmetry. (c) The atomic registry underlying an
exciton wave packet slightly displaced from B, with the red arrow denoting the displacement vector. The three circled areas are no longer
related by Ĉ3 rotation; thus, the wave packet is not Ĉ3 symmetric. (d) The exciton wave packet with a small displacement from B. As the
restriction imposed by the Ĉ3 symmetry is lifted, both the p- and s-type envelope Xintra components are allowed in the wave packet wave
function. In (b) and (d), gray denotes the envelope function of the primary Xinter component, and yellow denotes that of Xintra. The latter
can have only a small contribution in the ground state wave function, as they are far detuned in energy.
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WðinterÞ
Rc

ðre; rhÞ ¼
X
Q

e−iQ·RcWnðQÞXðinterÞ
Q ðre; rhÞ

≈WnðR −RcÞΦIðrehÞψK;cðreÞψ�
K0;v0 ðrhÞ:

Here, WnðR − RcÞ ≡ P
Q eiQ·ðR−RcÞWnðQÞ ∝

ð1=wÞe−ðR−RcÞ2=2w2

is the c.m. envelope in real space,
with n denoting the ground state (s-type), first excited
state (p-type), etc., andRc denoting its center. w is the half-
width of the c.m. envelope.
Besides the slowly varying WnðR −RcÞ and ΦIðrehÞ

parts, the Xinter wave packet also contains the Bloch part
ψK;cðreÞψ�

K0;v0 ðrhÞ. Note thatWnðR −RcÞ and ΦIðrehÞ are
eigenfunctions of Ĉ3 rotation about the wave packet center
Rc. In contrast, the ψK;cðreÞψ�

K0;v0 ðrhÞ part can be an

eigenfunction of Ĉ3 only when the rotation center Rc is
at a high-symmetry point, i.e., A, B, or C in the moiré
[Fig. 1(a)], and the Ĉ3 eigenvalues are þ1, −1, and 0,
respectively, for Rc being at A, B, and C [31].
An Xintra wave packet, on the other hand, has a simpler

structure:

WðintraÞ
n;Rc

ðre; rhÞ ≈WnðR −RcÞΦðrehÞψK;cðreÞψ�
K;vðrhÞ:

With the electron and hole Bloch functions in the same
layer, the entire wave function is always an eigenfunction
under Ĉ3 rotation about the wave packet center Rc
(regardless of whether Rc is displaced from B=C or
not), and eigenvalues are determined by the index n only
(i.e., s-type or p-type c.m. envelope).
Therefore, for an Xinter wave packet with its center

being at a high-symmetry point (B=C as concerned in this
work), albeit spread out in real space as determined by
WnðR −RcÞ and ΦIðrehÞ, the wave function does have
perfect Ĉ3 symmetry about its center Rc, as can be seen in
Fig. 5(a). This Ĉ3 symmetry does not allow an s-type
envelope Xinter to be hybridized with an s-type envelope
Xintra that has a different Ĉ3 eigenvalue. It can hybridize
only with a p-type envelope Xintra having the same Ĉ3

eigenvalue [see Fig. 5(b)]. The p-type envelope Xintra,
however, has a negligibly small optical dipole. As a result,
the overall optical dipole of the exciton wave packet
remains circularly polarized, with a magnitude essentially
just that of the Xinter optical dipole.
When slightly displaced from B=C, however, because

of the incommensurability of the two layers, the Bloch part
ψK;cðreÞψ�

K0;v0 ðrhÞ is no longer an eigenfunction of Ĉ3

rotation about the displaced wave packet center Rc, so the
overall Xinter wave function no longer has Ĉ3 symmetry
[cf. Fig. 5(c)]. The broken Ĉ3 symmetry lifts the restriction
on the coupling between Xinter and Xintra, and the s-type
envelope Xinter wave packet can also hybridize in a
small portion of the s-type envelope Xintra wave packet

[see Fig. 5(d) and Supplemental Material, Sec. II [56] ]. It is
this displacement-dependent coupling together with the
large optical dipole of s-type envelope Xintra that dramati-
cally changes the wave packet optical properties, even if the
displacement is much smaller than the spread of the wave
function in real space.

APPENDIX B: INTERACTION BETWEEN TWO
EXCITON WAVE PACKETS

We consider two s-type envelope Xinter wave packets

WðinterÞ
B ðre1; rh1Þ and WðinterÞ

C ðre2; rh2Þ located at a nearest-
neighbor pair of B and C sites, respectively. They interact
through the Coulomb potential

V̂XX¼V interðreeÞþV interðrhhÞ−V intraðre1h2Þ−V intraðre2h1Þ:

Here, V interðrÞ ¼ ½e2=ð4πϵ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 þ d2

p
Þ� and V intraðrÞ ¼

½e2=ð4πϵrÞ� correspond to the interlayer and intralayer
Coulomb interactions, respectively; see Fig. 6(a).
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FIG. 6. (a) The Coulomb interaction between two Xinter
ðe1; h1Þ and ðe2; h2Þ. Solid (empty) circles denote the electrons
(holes). V inter and V intra correspond to the interlayer and intralayer
Coulomb interactions, respectively. (b) Schematic illustration of
the dipole-dipole interaction, which corresponds to the process
ðe1; h1Þ þ ðe2; h2Þ → ðe1; h1Þ þ ðe2; h2Þ. (c) Schematic illus-
tration of the exchange interaction, which corresponds to the
process ðe1; h1Þ þ ðe2; h2Þ → ðe1; h2Þ þ ðe2; h1Þ. Note that
different electric dipole orientations of ðe1; h1Þ and ðe2; h2Þ
can result in ðe1; h2Þ and ðe2; h1Þ with either intralayer (upper
row) or interlayer configurations (lower row).
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ree ≡ re1 − re2, rhh ≡ rh1 − rh2, re1h1 ≡ re1 − rh1, re2h2 ≡ re2 − rh2, re1h2 ≡ re1 − rh2, and re2h1 ≡ re2 − rh1. Generally,
V interðrÞ < V intraðrÞ due to the vertical separation d between the two layers.
It is known that the matrix elements of V̂XX can be separated into dipole-dipole and exchange interaction parts [23]. The

dipole-dipole interaction part corresponds to the process ðe1; h1Þ þ ðe2; h2Þ → ðe1; h1Þ þ ðe2; h2Þ; see Fig. 6(b). The
exchange interaction part corresponds to the process ðe1; h1Þ þ ðe2; h2Þ → ðe1; h2Þ þ ðe2; h1Þ; see Fig. 6(c). Below, we
derive their forms separately.

1. The dipole-dipole interaction part

The strength of the dipole-dipole interaction is

Vdd ≡ hWðinterÞ
B ðre1; rh1ÞWðinterÞ

C ðre2; rh2ÞjV̂XXjWðinterÞ
B ðre1; rh1ÞWðinterÞ

C ðre2; rh2Þi

¼
Z

dre1dre2drh1drh2jψK;cðre1Þψ�
K0;v0 ðrh1ÞψK;cðre2Þψ�

K0;v0 ðrh2Þj2 × jWðR1 − BÞWðR2 − CÞΦIðre1h1ÞΦIðre2h2Þj2

× ½V interðreeÞ þ V interðrhhÞ − V intraðre1h2Þ − V intraðre2h1Þ�

≈
Z

dR1dR2dre1h1dre2h2

����WðR1 − BÞWðR2 − CÞΦIðre1h1ÞΦIðre2h2Þ
����
2

×

�
V inter

�
R1 −R2 þ

mh

M
ðre1h1 − re2h2Þ

�
þ V inter

�
R1 −R2 −me

M
ðre1h1 − re2h2Þ

�

− V intra

�
R1 −R2 þ

mh

M
re1h1 þ

me

M
re2h2

�
− V intra

�
R1 −R2 −me

M
re1h1 −mh

M
re2h2

��
:

Here, R1 ≡ ðme=MÞre1 þ ðmh=MÞrh1 and R2 ≡ ðme=MÞre2 þ ðmh=MÞrh2. Since both the wave packet half-width w and
the Bohr radius aB are much larger than the monolayer lattice constant, in the last step above we approximate the fast
oscillating terms jψK;cðreÞj2 and jψ�

K0;v0 ðrhÞj2 by their mean values 1 ¼ R jψK;cðreÞj2dre ¼
R jψ�

K0;v0 ðrhÞj2drh.
Note that the two nearest-neighbor wave packet centers are separated by b=

ffiffiffi
3

p
≫ w; aB. For an order of magnitude

estimation, we can consider the limit of w → 0 and aB → 0 and write jWðRÞj2 ≈ δðRÞ and jΦIðrehÞj2 ≈ δðrehÞ. Then, the
dipole-dipole interaction is of a simple form:

Vdd ≈ 2V interðB − CÞ − 2V intraðB − CÞ

¼ − e2

2πϵ

�
1

RBC
− 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R2
BC þ d2

p
�

¼ − e2d2

4πϵ

�
bffiffiffi
3

p
�−3

þO

��
d
b

�
4
�
:

Here, ϵ is the average dielectric constant of the surrounding substrate.
The corrections from the small but finite w and aB are analyzed by a series expansion of V inter=intraðRBC þ rÞ near

RBC ≡ B − C:

V interðRBC þ rÞ ¼ e2

4πϵ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2
BC þ d2

p
�
1 − 2RBC · rþ r2

2ðR2
BC þ d2Þ þ 3

2

ðRBC · rÞ2
ðR2

BC þ d2Þ2 þO

��
r
b

�
3
�	

;

V intraðRBC þ rÞ ¼ e2

4πϵRBC

�
1 − 2RBC · rþ r2

2R2
BC

þ 3

2

ðRBC · rÞ2
R4
BC

þO

��
r
b

�
3
�	

:

Note that both jWðRÞj2 and jΦIðrehÞj2 are even functions; thus, all the odd terms of R1 − B, R2 − C, re1h1, and re2h2
vanish after integration. The dipole-dipole interaction up to the second order of ðw=bÞ and ðaB=bÞ can then be derived as

Vdd ≈ − e2d2

4πϵ

�
bffiffiffi
3

p
�−3�

1þ 27

2

w2

b2
þ 81

8

m2
e þm2

h

M2

a2B
b2

�
:

On the other hand, the trapped exciton near B=C contains a small component of Xintra, which reduces its electric dipole.
Using the perturbative wave function Eq. (4), we find the electric dipole is reduced by a fraction:
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After taking into account this contribution, the dipole-dipole interaction up to the second order of ðw=bÞ and ðaB=bÞ is

Vdd ≈ − e2d2

4πϵ

�
bffiffiffi
3

p
�−3�

1þ
�
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− 2
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2
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e þm2

h

M2

a2B
b2

	
:

The wave packet width scales as w ∝
ffiffiffi
b

p
(w ∼ 1.4 nm when b ¼ 8 nm from our estimation), whereas aB ∼ 1–2 nm is

nearly independent of b. So ða2B=b2Þ increases faster than ðw2=b2Þ when decreasing b. Furthermore, the coefficient of the
ðw2=b2Þ term is much smaller than that of the ða2B=b2Þ term [½Jv=ð2Δv − ΔEbÞ�2 þ ½Jc=ð2Δc − ΔEbÞ�2 ∼ 7 from our
estimated parameters]. Therefore, for a relatively small moiré period, we expect the correction from ða2B=b2Þ to dominate
over that from ðw2=b2Þ, resulting in an overall enhancement to the interaction strength.

2. The exchange interaction part

The strength of the exchange interaction is

Vex ≡ 1

2
hWðinterÞ

B ðre1; rh2ÞWðinterÞ
C ðre2; rh1ÞjV̂XXjWðinterÞ

B ðre1; rh1ÞWðinterÞ
C ðre2; rh2Þi

þ 1

2
hWðinterÞ

B ðre2; rh1ÞWðinterÞ
C ðre1; rh2ÞjV̂XXjWðinterÞ

B ðre1; rh1ÞWðinterÞ
C ðre2; rh2Þi

≈
Z

dre1dre2drh1drh2ΦIðre1h1ÞΦ�
I ðre1h2ÞΦIðre2h2ÞΦ�

I ðre2h1Þ

×WðR1 − BÞWðR2 − CÞW

me

M0

re1 þ
mh

M0

rh2 − B
�
W

me

M0

re2 þ
mh

M0

rh1 − C
�

× ½V interðreeÞ þ V interðrhhÞ − V intraðre1h2Þ − V intraðre2h1Þ�:

For b=
ffiffiffi
3

p
≫w;aB, Vex≈4jΦIðRBCÞW½ðmh=M0ÞRBC�j2

½V interðRBCÞ−V intraðRBCÞ�. Since jΦIðRBCÞj2 ≪ 1 and
jW½ðmh=M0ÞRBC�j2 ≪ 1, Vex is thus exponentially small
compared to Vdd. Furthermore, Xinter trapped at B and C
have opposite electric dipole orientations; thus, ðe1; h2Þ
and ðe2; h1Þ correspond to Xintra [see Fig. 6(c)], and the
energy detuning further suppresses this off-diagonal proc-
ess by exchange. Thus, the exchange interaction between
two exciton wave packets located at B and C can be safely
ignored.
On the other hand, for two excitons in the same

trapping site, both the dipole-dipole and exchange parts
can be important and dependent on w and aB of the
trapped exciton wave packet [23]. However, such a
configuration is energetically unfavorable due to the
strong on-site repulsion. So when the moiré superlattice
is loaded with excitons at filling factor ≤1, one can just
focus on the many-body configurations with exciton per
trapping site less than or equal to one, where the exciton-
exciton interaction is dominated by the dipole-dipole
interaction Vdd.

APPENDIX C: RELAXATION PROCESS AND
RADIATIVE EMISSION OF THE TRAPPED

EXCITONS

Consider a ground state exciton wave packet trapped at
B. When all its three nearest neighbors are occupied, the
dipolar force is balanced, and the exciton wave packet
center Rc is right at B with zero displacement. The ground
state in the trap jgi is primarily an Xinter with s-type c.m.
envelope WgðR −RcÞ [see Fig. 7(a)], and the first excited
state jei is primarily an Xinter with a p-type envelope
WeðR −RcÞ. We consider the evolution of this exciton
wave packet triggered by the annihilation of one of its
nearest neighbors, which makes the dipolar force unbal-
anced. The unbalanced dipole force changes the potential
profile experienced by the exciton wave packet, shifting the
energy minimum to a new location slightly displaced from
B by δL [cf. Fig. 7(b)]. In this shifted potential trap, the new
ground state jg0i and first excited state je0i can be
perturbatively expressed in terms of jgi and jei: jg0i≡
jgi − δFjei and je0i≡ jei þ δFjgi, respectively. Note that
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jg0i and je0i now describe exciton wave packets whose
centers are displaced from B by δL ∝ δF; see Fig. 7(b).
Other higher-energy excited states in the new potential are
ignored for simplicity, while including them does not
change the picture.
Denoting the time for the annihilation event of its nearest

neighbor as t ¼ 0. For t ≤ 0, the exciton wave packet has
the wave function jgi, which for t > 0 is no longer an
energy eigenstate but rather the superposition of the new
ground and first excited states: jgi ¼ jg0i þ δFje0i [see
Fig. 7(b)]. A major mechanism responsible for the relax-
ation from je0i to jg0i [Fig. 7(c)] is by phonon scattering. At
low temperature kBT ≪ ℏω ∼ 10 meV, the latter being the
quantization energy in the moiré trap, the phonon emission
rate τ−1 can be obtained through the Fermi golden rule:

τ−1 ¼ 2π

ℏ

X
α;q

jCα;qj2δðℏω − ℏωα;qÞ:

Here, Cα;q ≡ hg0 ⊗ 1α;qjĤX−phononje0 ⊗ 0i is the exci-
ton-phonon coupling matrix element, where je0 ⊗ 0i is the
exciton excited state in the moiré trap plus the phonon
vacuum and jg0 ⊗ 1α;qi is the exciton ground state jg0i plus
an α-mode phonon with wave vector q (α can be a LA or
TA phonon in the upper or lower layer).ωα;q corresponds to
the phonon dispersion.

Using the electron-phonon coupling strength from early
works [74,75], we estimate that the relaxation from je0i to
jg0i happens in a timescale of a picosecond (for a detailed
derivation, see Supplemental Material, Sec. III [56]). Such
a timescale is orders faster as compared to the radiative
decay of the exciton wave packet centered at either B
(where radiative decay takes hundreds of nanoseconds) or
the displaced location (where radiative decay takes approx-
imately 10 ns). So the subsequent radiative emission will
predominately come from jg0i, i.e., the ground state wave
packet with the displaced center [cf. Fig. 7(d)].
The same picture given above also applies if the exciton

starts as a ground state wave packet slightly displaced from
B (as in an initially unbalanced site). Again, the key is the
relaxation to the new excitonic ground state (upon the
sudden change of the dipolar force from nearest neighbors)
occurs on a timescale orders faster as compared to the
radiative decay of the exciton wave packet; the latter still
takes approximately 10 ns for a wave packet centered at the
displaced location.
Concerning the radiative emission from the excitonic

ground state in the moiré trap, we note that both the energy
detuning and off-diagonal coupling between Xintra and
Xinter are much larger than the broadening induced by their
interaction with either the phonon or photon bath. The low-
energy excitonic eigenstates (e.g., jgi and jei) are spectrally
well separated from each other by ℏω ∼ 10 meV, each

L

L

Relaxation

L

(a) (b)

(c)(d)

FIG. 7. (a) A ground state exciton wave packet initially at a balanced site, where the potential profile for the c.m. motion is denoted by
the dashed curve, centered at B. (b) After the annihilation of a nearest neighbor, the exciton concerned feels an unbalanced dipolar force
which changes the potential profile to the solid curve with a displaced center. The ground state and first excited state in this new potential
profile are denoted as jg0i and je0i, respectively. The initial wave function is their superposition: jgi ¼ jg0i þ δFje0i. (c) Through phonon
scattering, the je0i constituent of the wave function relaxes to the ground state jg0i in a timescale orders faster than the radiative decay of
either jg0i or je0i. (d) The subsequent radiative emission from jg0i. Note that the envelope functions shown in this figure are all for the
primary Xinter component of the exciton wave packet.
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having a definite form of superposition between the
primary Xinter component and a small Xintra component.
Experiments have found that the moiré trapped excitons in
heterobilayers have spectral widths of approximately
0.1 meV [34–36]. In this regime, the approach of diagonal-
izing the Hermitian Hamiltonian [Eq. (1)] and adding decay
perturbatively is justified. Energy relaxation occurs
between these spectrally well-separated excitonic eigen-
states [cf. Figs. 7(c) and 7(d)], and the radiative emission of
the excitonic ground state is described by a single decay
rate determined by its wave function, in which the form of
the superposition between the primary Xinter and the small
Xintra components dictates the optical dipole.

APPENDIX D: POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTAL
SCHEMES FOR ISOLATING A SMALL CLUSTER

OF EXCITONS

The atomically thin geometry of the bilayer and the
dipolar nature of the exciton point to several possibilities to
isolate a small cluster of excitons trapped in a few moiré
supercells, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 8:

(i) Using a biased metal tip [cf. Fig. 8(a)], or local gate
[61], to create a low-energy region of a few moiré
periods for isolating a cluster of dipolar excitons.

(ii) Creating a strained region, by placing the bilayer on
engineered substrate [cf. Fig. 8(b)]. Tensile strain
lowers the energies of both Xintra and Xinter [62], so
the strained region can act as a large-scale potential
trap that contains a few moiré supercells. In
Ref. [26], such locally strained regions are engi-
neered by placing heterobilayer on nanopillars
[cf. Fig. 8(b)], which can trap Xinter with a tunable
number from 1 to 5.

(iii) Engineering the surrounding dielectric environment
[cf. Fig. 8(c)]. For example, an approximately
Oð10Þ nm-scale graphene coverage can be realized
by electron beam lithography to pattern a mask and
followed by oxygen plasma etching to etch the
unwanted graphene. Reference [63] shows that
covering TMDs by a bilayer graphene (with a large
dielectric constant ε2) can significantly reduce the
band gap as well as the exciton energy. The few
moiré supercells underneath the graphene coverage
are then energetically favored by the dipolar ex-
citons, which can trap an exciton cluster.
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